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WESTBETH: A WORK FOR VIDEO

CHOREOGRAPHY: Merce Cunningham
DIRECTION: Charles Atlas

Merce Cunningham

Dancers: Karen Attix  Ellen Cornfield
Meg Harper  Cathy Kerr
Chris Komar  Robert Kovitch
Brynar Mehl  Charles Moulton
Julie Roess-Smith  Valda Setterfield
George Titus

COSTUMES: Mark Lancaster from a design by Jasper Johns

VIDEO: Charles Atlas

Merce Cunningham
Linda Rodolitz
Greg Tonning

VIDEOTAPE EDITOR: Sandra Devlin

In this evening's performance of WESTBETH Susana Hayman-Chaffey will perform in the place of George Titus.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

FEBRUARY 15, 16 MC&DC with Meredith Monk
22, 23 MC&DC with David Rosenboom
APRIL 26, 27 MC&DC with Anthony Braxton
MAY 3, 4 MC&DC with Maryanne Amacher
10, 11 MC&DC with Anna Lockwood
17, 18 MC&DC with --to be announced--
24, 25 MC&DC with Charlesmagne Palestine
31, June 1 MC&DC with Stuart Dempster